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-DSG`s EDC technology presence at 2009 SCDM conference highly anticipated MALVERN, Pa.--(Business Wire)-DSG, Inc., the leader in EDC and clinical software technology, is already the
center of attention leading up to the 2009 SCDM Annual Conference. The
excitement is centered around DSG`s continuing role as a pioneer in the EDC
(electronic data capture) field, with over 500 attendees eager to see the latest
developments and the future of EDC from DSG.
The Society for Clinical Data Management (SCDM) Annual Conference, a key event
for the Clinical Data Management community, takes place in Seattle October 4-6,
2009.
DSG, one of the major sponsors of the event, has been honored two years running
for excellence in the EDC arena and is presenting at two prominent event
sessions. DSG is leading the move forward on clinical trials, providing
electronic data capture (EDC) for clinical trial data collection and management
on a global basis. DSG is accelerating the change from paper data collection and
management to the highly efficient electronic data system of eCaseLink, making
the transition seamless, efficient and cost-effective.
DSG was honored by the SCDM in 2007 with the First Place Data Driven Innovation
Award for its unique IWRS system - a fully integrated randomization and
drug/medical device module that dramatically cuts costs and increases safety by
seamlessly integrating complex randomization schemes, drug/device
accountability, drug supply management, and supply chain forecasting. In 2008,
DSG won Second Place for its interactive and centralized Clinical Data Quality
Control (CDQC) checklist that combines both system data and user enterable data
to assess the status of "cleanliness" for a given project.
SCDM asked DSG`s Suzanne Lamerand to speak at two key sessions this year. The
sessions include: 100 Percent EDC is Not Only Realistic, It`s a Necessity:
Session 1A on Monday, October 5, 2009 9:30 A.M. - 10:45 A.M. and Site and
Monitor Perspective on CRF / eCRF Design: Session VIB: Tuesday, October 6, 2009
11:45 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.
Attendees of the conference are expected to gravitate to booth #405 to
experience DSG`s eCaseLink, which is known to drive down costs, reduce trial
time, improve accuracy, prevent risk and use data more effectively in clinical
trials.
"We are honored to hold the Data Driven Innovation Award for both 2007 and
2008," said Tony Varano, chief executive officer of DSG. "These important awards
and DSG`s prominent speaking roles at the conference provide further
confirmation that we are developing highly successful and innovative solutions
that improve trial efficiencies, accuracy and ultimately patient safety. DSG`s
solutions have changed the way our customers collect, manage and integrate
clinical trial data. People are already excited to see for themselves why
eCaseLink is getting so much attention and positive feedback in the clinical
trial community. And they`ll have that opportunity at this year`s SCDM
Conference."
About SCDM
The Society for Clinical Data Management (SCDM) is a not-for-profit organization
dedicated to the professional development of the discipline of clinical data
management. Founded in 1994, SCDM is the premier professional clinical data
management organization with over 2,000 domestic and international members.
About DSG
DSG, Inc. supports clinical trial data collection and management with innovative
technology solutions including Electronic Data Capture with specialized Clinical
Data Management services, IWRS (web-based patient randomization and drug/device
supply management), Clinical Trial Management Systems and digital on-demand Case
Report Form publishing management software. DSG`s products allow user-friendly,
accurate and efficient data capture at any investigator site regardless of the
technological infrastructure. DSG has successfully supported over 1000 clinical
trials for more than 325 companies at over 18,000 sites in over 68 countries.
Founded in 1992, DSG is a global company.
DSG is headquartered in Malvern, Pa., with additional offices in the U.S., Japan
and India. For more information, please visit www.dsg-us.com.
All products and services mentioned in this announcement are the property of
their respective owners.
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